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How the system bolts together

There are essentially two parts to the system. The first part is the input boards. These “grab” all the 
stop, piston and seven-segment LED display data.

The second main component to the system is the processor board. This is the brains behind 
everything. It acts on the data passed to it from the input boards. This board also accommodates the 
devices that record the speech patterns. The processor board also has the amplifier and display 
circuitry on it. All the control connections to the outside world are dealt with on this board.

There is a third component needed. This is the user interface. This accommodates all the tangible 
controls (buttons, volume control and display). At the time of writing, the controls are housed in a 
wooden module, stained and polished to match the rest of the organ. In any future systems however, 
the controls and LCD display unit will probably be mounted on a dedicated PCB. This will keep the 
cost of construction to a minimum.

It is important that some of the cabling that links some components is screened to minimise hum 
and noise. If this rule isn't followed, there will be some unwanted and annoying buzzing or audio 
clicking noises – sometimes being recorded while recording the samples, which will always be 
heard on playing the samples!

The nominal supply voltage for the system is 15 volts. Realistically, 3 volts either side is acceptable, 
although anything above the 15 volts will cause one of the voltage regulators on the processor card 
to become worryingly hot! This is the 3 pin device with the large black finned heat-sink on it.

If the system has been supplied as separate boards, these will have to be mounted to to form some 
sort of plane. The input boards all inter-connect with the processor board with 16 way ribbon cable. 
The display uses 10 way ribbon cable.

All the stop/piston inputs switch to positive. The inputs dedicated to “sampling” any seven-segment 
LED's assume that the LED's will be the common-anode type. This is the more normal type in organ 
building, as they are readily fed with any system outputs, which are usually negative. Because of 
this, the inputs for these need to be “pulled up” to positive, using 330 ohm resistors, nominally rated 
at 1W.

The following few pages give the physical layout of the different components to the system.
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Input board connections
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Processor board connections

Power connector: Left – Negative
Right – Positive (15v nominal)

CN 1 – 3: Interface from Input boards

CN 4: Interface to LCD display

Display contrast: Adjustment for LCD display contrast

Microphone Left – Line in
connector: Right – Screen

Control connector 1: Ind. 1 – Set-up LED
Ind. 2 – On LED
Inp. 1 – Not used
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Inp. 2 – Button 3
Inp. 3 – Button 4
Inp. 4 – Button 5
No Connection
Negative (indicator returns)
Positive (button feeds)

Control connector 2 I/O 1 – Button 2
(Aux I/O): I/O 2 – Button 1

Aux. Negative
Aux. Positive
No Connection

Volume control Left – Potentiometer End
connector: Middle – Potentiometer Wiper

Right – Potentiometer Beginning (Ground)

Speaker connector: Left – Ground (Speaker terminal 1)
Right – System output (Speaker terminal 2)
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The bigger picture

Here we can see how the elements of the system integrate as a whole. This shows the current limit 
of 6 input cards (384 inputs).

Notice that the first board of each pair has the left two pins on their jumper connections bridged. 
The second board has the right two pins bridged. 
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Display information

In order for the system to recognise the currently displayed general and divisional channel, the 
individual segments have to be wired to inputs (obviously 7 inputs for each digit!). Seven segment 
display digits are normally organised  using letters A to G, the eighth input to them is normally for a 
decimal point (normal denoted DP).

There are two different possibilities for some digits, notably 6, 7 & 9. The system automatically 
understands either option. Some systems blank out any leading zeros, as that can make the displays 
look neater.

The following should, hopefully, make clear the inputs for 7 segment recognition.
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The a-g format for seven segment 
Displays. There is normally another 
input for these devices, but it's to 
display a decimal point. Not 
necessary here.



An explanation of the different digit possibilities. 
Ignore leading digit in the binary code, as that's the D.P. (Decimal Point)

Organ electronics normally have negative outputs, which drives all the magnets, 
displays and so forth. Because this is the case, the inverted binary inputs will apply. 
To make the display and the talking system work properly, there will need to be pull-
up resistors between the talking system inputs and positive. This is because the inputs 
on the system have internal pull-down resistors. If these resistors are not fitted, the 
display segments will illuminate slightly. Also, without these resistors, the talking 
system may not know when there is a full negative, so may give an erroneous 
declaration (or may just not say anything)!

                                           Pull-up resistor connections
                                           One digit only shown
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    Number         Inverted binary         Binary
                               (-ve = on)          (+ve = on)

       gfedcba    gfedcba
0           11000000   00111111
0(blank) 11111111   00000000
1           11111001   00000110
2           10100100   01011011
3           10110000   01001111
4           10011001   01100110
5           10010010   01101101
6(a)        10000011   01111100
6(b)        10000010   01111101
7(a)        11111000   00000111
7(b)        11011000   00100111
8           10000000   01111111
9(a)        10011000   01100111
9(b)        10010000   01101111

1
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Setting the talking system's options

The set-up sequences are invoked by pressing and holding the fourth button. As with the left button, 
a light on it is illuminated when the set-up function is active.

                                          The set-up loop.

In order to record any voice samples, the provided microphone needs to be used. The microphone is 
supplied with a pod which houses an amplifier. This needs an AAA battery to supply its power. It 
had a fresh battery when supplied, but if the microphone fails to work, the battery needs to be 
checked and replaced. It's best to talk close to the microphone, else the sample may sound a bit 
distant or muffled.

This pod needs to be plugged into the large (6.3mm) microphone socket on the top of the control 
box. The smaller (3.5mm) microphone plug needs to be inserted into the top end of this pod.

The set-up features are dealt with in order.
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Set-up level 1 – Record the stop-name/piston samples.

To sample a stop or piston, it must obviously be the only one drawn or pressed! If there are more 
than one stops out, a “more than one stop drawn” prompt will be issued. Conversely, there will be a 
“no stops drawn” prompt if there are no stops out or pistons being pressed.

With the desired stop drawn or piston pressed, press and hold the grey button while speaking into 
the microphone. The maximum time allotted for each sample is about 2 seconds. This is actually a 
lot longer than it sounds, and there should be no issues with shortage of time. If the button is held 
for a longer time than 2 seconds, the sample recorded will be truncated to the 2 second limit.

Recording a piston sample needs a bit more dexterity than a stop sample, as you must first hold the 
desired piston then press the record button, all while you are holding the microphone! It may be 
handy to contrive some way of physically holding the microphone to make life easier. You could 
also find a way of temporarily holding the piston in using a piece of sticky tape, leaving one hand to 
hold the microphone and the other to press the record button.

The recording of a sample for pistons can be a bit of a minefield, as there needs to be no stops 
drawn while the piston is pressed (the pistons will cause some stops to come out, sometimes 
confusing the system). The best way over this is to set all the stops off, on the pistons to record the 
sample.  This may prove a bit more awkward for step/sequence pistons, but if you set all the stops 
off on a range of generals, that's the best way to go. You will probably only need to do this once 
anyway.

One hint I can offer here, is to keep the microphone away from the control box, as it is possible to 
record the click on releasing the record button! This appears to be a clicking noise at the end of the 
sample on listening to it.

To audition the sample for the stop or piston being recorded, button 3 (the middle button) can be 
used.

__________
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Set-up level 2 – Record system announcements.

Using this option, the system announcements (“Channel number is”, “Stops out are” etc...). Buttons 
1 and 2 scroll though the different announcements.

As with the individual stop samples, the grey button is pressed while speaking into the microphone. 
The phrase to be recited is displayed with capital letters.

There are two different samples that need to be recorded for “twenty”, “thirty”, “forty”, “fifty” and 
“sixty”. The second set has an asterisk after the prompt on the display. The reason for this is the 
there are two different possibilities for each case. Let's take 20 for instance. The number 20 needs to 
by announced with a downward inflection in the voice for the first set to indicate the end of the 
phrase. If the 20 is to be followed with another number, (“twenty” and “one” say, for 21,) the 
twenty needs to be said with either a slight upward inflection to the voice, or the intonation may 
even be level. Just see what sounds best.

The channel up and down buttons on the console can be pressed while sampling the numbers, to see 
if they sound credible.

As with the sampling of the individual stops, button 3 can be pressed to audition the sample for any 
system announcement.

__________
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Set-up level 3 – Channel announcements.

The capture systems installed on most organs use a stepper system. This uses the same channels as 
the generals, and cycles up all the generals, before advancing the channel number (memory level) 
up one and going back to general one. This means is doesn't make sense to say, for arguments sake, 
“One hundred and four” if the channel number is displaying 10 and the general pressed is 4. It 
makes more sense to say “Channel number is 10 – Last general (or just general maybe) 4”

Button 1 toggles whether the system recites the “channel number is...” or not. Button 2 toggles 
whether the system says “last general...” or not.

The bottom line of the display shows the currently selected options.

__________

Set-up level 4 – Say on/off after single stop changes.

There are two possible options which can be used for single stop changes. The first comments on all 
movements, whether on or off, and appends the appropriate “on” or “off” after the changes. The 
second option just announces when a stop is drawn (not cancelled). In the second option just the 
stop-name alone is mentioned on drawing, without the “on” after.

Button 1 toggles between the two options, with confirmation on the bottom line of the display as to 
the current option.

__________
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Set-up level 5 – Recite channel information along with stops out.

The current channel and general can be recited along with the currently drawn stops. There are three 
option for this...

1 – Recite before stops.
2 – Recite after stops.
3 – Don't mention at all.

These options can be sequenced through using button 1, with the current option displayed on the 
bottom line of the display.

__________

Set-up level 6 – Various diagnostics.

This option is used to help with some programming aspects of the system.

__________
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System announcement order
Button 1 = previous; Button 2 = next

1 ON
2 OFF
3 POSITION NOT ALLOCATED
4 MORE THAN ONE STOP DRAWN
5 MULTIPLE STOP CHANGE
6 CHANNEL UP BUTTON
7 CHANNEL DOWN BUTTON
8 CHANNEL NUMBER IS
9 ONE
10 TWO
11 THREE
12 FOUR
13 FIVE
14 SIX
15 SEVEN
16 EIGHT
17 NINE
18 TEN
19 ELEVEN
20 TWELVE
21 THIRTEEN
22 FOURTEEN
23 FIFTEEN
24 SIXTEEN
25 SEVENTEEN
26 EIGHTEEN
27 NINETEEN
28 TWENTY (Downward voice inflection)
29 THIRTY (Downward voice inflection)
30 FORTY (Downward voice inflection)
31 FIFTY (Downward voice inflection)
32 SIXTY (Downward voice inflection)
33 TWENTY* (Upward or level voice inflection)
34 THIRTY* (Upward or level voice inflection)
35 FORTY* (Upward or level voice inflection)
36 FIFTY* (Upward or level voice inflection)
37 SIXTY* (Upward or level voice inflection)
38 STOPS OUT ARE
39 MULTI FUNTION TOE PISTON IS
40 SWELL TO PEDAL REVERSIBLE
41 SEQUENCE UP
42 SEQUENCE DOWN
43 NO STOPS DRAWN
44 ERROR
45 LAST GENERAL USED
46 TALKING SYSTEM IS ON
47 TALKING SYSTEM IS OFF
48 AND
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For the latest version of this document, go to

 http://www.matfrygbr.co.uk/voice_sys/installation_docs/installation_manual.pdf

© Matthew S. Fry, 06/2011
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